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Real Estate Master Developers for “The Point” Mixed-use Development
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RFEI PURPOSE
The RFEI is an introductory process to solicit input from interested developers. It allows The Point of
the Mountain State Land Authority (Land Authority) to gain early developer input into the framework
planning process before the Land Authority releases an Request for Qualifications (RFQ) and Request for
Proposals (RFP) later this year.
Participation in the RFEI process does not automatically enter a developer into a future RFQ/RFP
process. In addition, lack of participation in the RFEI process does NOT preclude developers from
submitting qualifications and/or proposals as part of a future RFQ/RFP process.
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QUESTIONS & KEY
CONTACT INFORMATION
The best source of information on The Point, including its history, leadership and planning process, can
be found on our website: www.thepointutah.org
The Point of the Mountain State Land Authority (Land Authority) has already conducted significant public
outreach and vision-defining activities for The Point. Background information on the regional visioning
process that led to the creation of the Point of Mountain State Land Authority is available here:
https://pointofthemountainfuture.org
If you have a project to propose at The Point but do not meet the qualifications of a master development
candidate listed below, please do not submit as part of this RFEI and instead follow the project proposal
instructions outlined on The Point’s website at the link above.
Please direct any questions about this RFEI to: opportunities@thepointutah.org by April 8, 2021.
Responses to questions will be posted on www.thepointutah.org by April 13, 2021.

KEY DATES
RFEI RELEASED:
April 1, 2021
RFEI RESPONSES DUE:
April 15, 2021

HOW TO SUBMIT:

NOTIFICATION OF QUALIFIED CANDIDATES:
April 22, 2021

Please email materials as
one pdf document to
opportunities@thepointutah.org

DISCUSSIONS WITH FIRMS DEEMED AS
QUALIFIED CANDIDATES:
Late April through summer 2021
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OVERVIEW
The Utah Legislature has tasked the Point of the Mountain State Land Authority (Land Authority) with
redeveloping the approximately 600-acre Draper Correctional Facility site following the move of the
prison to a new location in 2022. This site, known as The Point, is in the heart of Silicon Slopes, one
of the most dynamic high-tech centers in the United States. The Point sits at the intersection of major
highways, is served by a young and educated workforce, and is located with easy access to the majestic
Wasatch Mountains. This development project has rightfully been called a “once-in-a-generation
opportunity.”
The Land Authority seeks broad input from the community, industry experts, innovation companies, and
potential master development partners to ensure the framework master plan for The Point represents
a community-supported and development-feasible vision. To create an opportunity for all interested and
qualified master developer candidates to provide input into the development framework, The Point is
issuing this Request for Expressions of Interest (RFEI) as a precursor to a future RFQ/RFP. The Land
Authority likely will release the RFQ/RFP late summer 2021 following completion of the framework
master plan. Interested parties do not need to participate in this RFEI to be eligible to respond to the
RFQ/RFP.
While subject to change, the Land Authority’s proposed land disposition strategy would break the site
into “districts” ranging from 30-100 acres, each with an individual master developer (also referred to
as a “District Developer”). Each District Developer will be responsible for conducting detailed master
planning, implementing horizontal development and managing vertical development within its district,
and coordinating with the Land Authority and other District Developers active on site to ensure a
coherent development vision aligned with the framework master plan. To break the site into districts,
the State, Land Authority or other parties may complete select master backbone infrastructure. District
developers for districts identified as early phases of development would be selected through an RFQ/
RFP process following completion of the framework plan and master backbone infrastructure. The
Land Authority will use input from qualified candidate developers during the RFEI process to refine the
proposed strategy.
The Land Authority invites experienced master developers who may have interest in pursuing the RFQ/
RFP to submit their qualifications in order to initiate discussions with the Land Authority. The Land
Authority will seek input from those deemed qualified candidates on the proposed deal structure and
the framework master plan prior to its completion. The framework master plan will be the guiding
document for future detailed master planning and development efforts, and developer input is crucial
to producing a plan that can be implemented by the State, the Land Authority, potential institutional and
public partners, and the private sector. Potential discussion topics include but are not limited to the
following:
•
•
•
•
•

How to break the site into logical districts;
The distribution of infrastructure and site development responsibilities between the State and
future development partners;
How much different land uses should be mixed within districts as opposed to being separated;
Different transaction structure opportunities (lease or sale, and other variations) and the impact
on achieving the key vision elements and framework plan options; and
Outstanding questions that developers believe need to be answered prior to moving to the RFQ/
RFP.
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SITE BACKGROUND
Named “The Point,” the 600 acres of state-owned property at the Utah State Prison in Draper is poised
to become one of the most significant economic development opportunities in Utah history. The site is
at the epicenter of one of the fastest growing areas in the country and at the heart of Utah’s burgeoning
technology sector, “Silicon Slopes.” Strategically planned development at the site will provide an
unprecedented opportunity to maximize the public’s investment, create tens of thousands of high-paying
jobs and catalyze cutting-edge research and innovation.
The Point is well-served by high-capacity roadway infrastructure, including Interstate 15, Bangerter
Hwy., and 600 W., and public transit such as existing commuter rail and planned extensions of transit
service through the site. The Point will also serve to connect major regional trail networks. Officials
are responsibly planning infrastructure investments that enhance mobility in the area and reduce the
impacts of future development on the transportation system. “The Point is unlike anything we have
seen in the history of Utah and an opportunity that we rarely see anywhere else in the world,” said Utah
Governor Spencer Cox, former co-chair of The Point of the Mountain State Land Authority. “Development
at the site, coupled with the opening of the newly rebuilt Salt Lake International Airport, signals a
critical milestone as Utah competes in an increasingly globalized economy and becomes a renowned
destination for research, innovation and sustainability.”

SITE ADDRESS
14425 Bitterbrush Ln
Draper, UT 84020

REGIONAL LOCATOR MAP

SITE BOUNDARY
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Established by statute, the Point of the Mountain State Land Authority is an 11-member board tasked
with overseeing the planning, management and development at The Point. The Board has hired Steve
Kellenberg, a nationally renowned planning expert, to oversee planning efforts for the site. In addition,
the Board has engaged RCLCO to provide real estate advisory services and ensure the plan reflects an
aspirational and realistic vision that the market can deliver and support. In January 2021, the Board
selected Skidmore Owings & Merrill (SOM), one of the premier planning firms in the world, to create the
framework master plan.
Work to plan the site is the next step in a multiyear process intended to coordinate a sustainable
approach to growth for the broader Point of the Mountain region. “We did not get to this point
overnight,” said State Representative V. Lowry Snow, Co-Chair of the Land Authority. “We have worked
diligently for many years to establish a regional vision, laying the groundwork literally and figuratively
for these planning efforts.” Representative Snow led the regional visioning efforts for The Point of
the Mountain area from 2016 to 2018. The process thus far has involved thousands of Utahns and
developed a framework for the current planning phase of the project.
If done right, we estimate development at The Point and the 20,000 undeveloped acres surrounding
the site can generate 150,000 new high-paying jobs, an additional $10,000 in average annual household
income for Utah families and an additional $9 billion in state and municipal revenues by 2050. Proper
development of this region would also reduce the amount of time drivers spend stuck in traffic by 20
minutes during peak travel periods. “We are committed to making The Point a sustainable development
and an accessible destination for everyone,” said Alan Matheson, executive director of The Point. “We
have a duty to make prudent decisions that will directly benefit current and future generations of
Utahns. We intend to plan and develop The Point in a way that facilitates mobility, improves air quality,
and ultimately enhances our quality of life.”
State officials point to the generational significance of the site in the context of the state’s demographics.
Utah boasts the youngest population in the country, with hundreds of thousands of digital natives in
Utah’s two most populous counties. Utah’s young workforce possess the skills and digital competency
to thrive in the job markets of the future. “Utah is quickly becoming one of the top innovation markets in
the country,” said Theresa Foxley, president and CEO of the Economic Development Corporation of Utah.
“With Salt Lake and Utah Counties projected to have nearly 1.5 million people each by 2060, The Point
is perfectly situated between two major labor sheds and will serve to catalyze and accelerate important
economic and educational opportunities.”
The Land Authority has assembled five working groups composed of dozens of public- and privatesector subject-matter experts. Collectively representing some of Utah’s best and brightest minds,
working group members are providing input and advice to the Land Authority as planning and
development efforts move forward. “We envision a robust, thriving, future-focused community of which
all Utahns can be proud,” said Matheson.
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KEY VISION ELEMENTS
The five working groups have developed Key Vision Elements to guide the project’s planning and
development. The following represent a few of the high-priority concepts identified to date:
1. Create an iconic, vibrant, mixed-use community, with a focus on quality of life, healthy living,
and a strategic balance of jobs and housing to limit off-site trip generation. Include active,
welcoming places for people to gather for recreation, dining, culture and entertainment.
2. Serve the site with a high-quality, future-focused, multi-modal transportation system,
emphasizing convenience, safety, access, regional traffic reduction, limited parking, emissions
reduction, and active transportation.
3. Promote enduring statewide economic development through job creation, workforce
development, and revenue generation. Create a community that will attract and nurture top
talent and outstanding anchor companies, as well as smaller local businesses.
4. Advance innovation by creating a place that promotes a culture of creativity and ingenuity,
attracts outstanding talent and investment, promotes solution-oriented research, fosters the
growth of promising early-stage companies, eliminates regulatory barriers, and facilitates
interdisciplinary industry and academic partnerships to generate and commercialize new ideas.
5. Create a model of sustainable development that, relative to traditional development,
significantly reduces air emissions (including GHG), water pollution, and water and energy
use, and takes advantage of on- and off-site renewable energy resources (including an on-site
geothermal resource). Explore a net-zero-ready development.
6. Coordinate closely with others to ensure the development fits well with regional plans and
infrastructure, advancing the interests of the broader community and not just the site. Promote
regional trail, transportation, and green infrastructure connections through the area and
facilitate thoughtful regional growth.
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FRAMEWORK PLANNING
PROCESS & DEVELOPMENT
DIRECTION
SOM’s planning team began their work in January 2021 with a target to complete the plan in summer
2021. At this point, SOM has developed three planning scenarios and, using sophisticated analytical
tools, has evaluated the performance of each scenario relative to key performance metrics. Taking
the best-performing elements from each scenario, and under direction of the Land Authority, SOM will
create a preferred alternative in April. During the next stage, SOM will refine the alternative to meet
project objectives, leading to the final plan.
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CONCEPT 1 VISUALS
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CONCEPT 2 VISUALS
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CONCEPT 3 VISUALS
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Additional detail on the framework plan concepts under consideration is available on The Point’s
website. https://thepointutah.org/master-plan/preliminary-concepts/. Each concept has a slightly
different development program, although each of the programs envisions about 15M SF of development
with at least 40% of the developable land used for office and commercial development. While each
scenario shows a consistent FAR/density by land use for ease of comparison in this stage of planning,
the opportunity to push density and vary product types while maintaining economic feasibility will be
explored in the next phase of planning and the total development could be higher or lower depending
on the concept selected. The Land Authority and planning team recognize that we are planning a project
that will be executed over time and that will require significant infrastructure investment to realize any
of the proposed concepts.
RCLCO has conducted detailed market analysis that informs the development programs in each concept
and believes there is market support for each scenario. A few highlights:
•
•

•
•

•

The Point of the Mountain area (stretching from Sandy to Lehi along I-15) has captured over 50%
of the region’s office absorption since 2010. Vacancies increased only slightly in 2020 during the
COVID-19 pandemic and remain below 10%.
Prior to the pandemic, the Wasatch Front1 economy had the third fastest growth rate of
any region in the country (2010-2019). The Salt Lake City MSA had the strongest regional
employment resilience in 2020 of any metro area, with only -0.5% employment growth while
other metro areas considered high-growth prior to the pandemic still experienced significant
employment declines.2
The area is projected to experience increasing demand for rental housing, especially apartments,
as it continues to evolve into a major regional employment core.
While there are many shopping centers in the vicinity of the site, there are limited destinations
for the surrounding community with high-quality dining, entertainment, and placemaking. New
retail at the site has an opportunity to serve not just new residents and employees but also
existing residents and employees from a broad area surrounding the site.
Mixed-use development is becoming an increasingly important component of market-driven
growth in the Wasatch Front, as is transit-oriented development. With the proposed goldstandard BRT and connections to Frontrunner, The Point has a unique opportunity to create a
master-planned, mixed-use innovation community in a submarket already highly supportive of
new development and attracting significant growth.

While major development is already occurring along the I-15 corridor, the large size of this site,
its strategic location, and the long-term vision of the Land Authority are likely to open up market
opportunities that are unavailable to other sites in the region. Development programs at the site reflect
that most product types that are market-feasible today are in the four to seven story range (both office
and residential), with a mix of surface and structured parking. However, a thoughtful long-term vision for
The Point, coupled with the integration of key anchors that create an ecosystem of innovation, have the
potential to meaningfully change demand and pricing dynamics in the submarket. Therefore, our goal is
to plan for a development feasible in today’s economic realities while creating a framework that allows
for densities to increase as they are market- supportable.
Additional materials outlining the market support and economic development potential at the site will be
made available to qualified candidates with an executed non-disclosure agreement.
1

The Wasatch Front includes Weber, Davis, Salt Lake, and Utah counties, which span the Salt Lake City, Ogden, and Provo MSAs.

2

Economic Innovation Group: Which metro areas are best positioned to lead the economic recovery?; March 11, 2021
https://eig.org/news/which-metro-areas-are-best-positioned-to-lead-the-economic-recovery.
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OFFICE SPACE ALONG THE WASATCH FRONT
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OVERVIEW OF DEVELOPER
SOLICITATION PROCESS
The following process may change based on input received from discussions with firms deemed as
qualified developers through the RFEI. The outline represents our general plan and timeline.
1. Expression of Interest: April 2021
2. Conversations with firms deemed as Qualified Developers who submit in the RFEI process to
inform the future RFQ/RFP and final framework master plan: April-June 2021
3. Request for Qualifications: Summer 2021
4. Shortlist for RFP (may include interviews if needed)
5. Request for Proposals: Fall 2021
Failure to participate in this RFEI process will not preclude interested developers from responding to
the future RFQ/RFP.

RFEI SUBMISSION
REQUIREMENTS
Please submit a short information package (no more than 20 pages, not including cover or NDA)
documenting how your firm meets the evaluation criteria below. Materials should include, but are not
limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Letter of interest
Firm overview
Background on key team members
High-level financial overview to demonstrate that your firm has the capability to execute on a
large-scale master plan as the master developer
Project Examples. Describe at least 3 relevant projects that demonstrate your firm has executed
developments similar to the vision described for The Point, including vertical development and/
or planning/infrastructure. Please include information necessary to determine the relevance to
The Point, such as the size of the development, the mix of uses, the value/cost, and narrative on
the role your firm played in planning and execution.
Experience with public-private partnerships
Business Confidentiality Request, if applicable (See Utah Code 63G-2-309)
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EVALUATION &
SELECTION PROCESS FOR
QUALIFIED CANDIDATES
Submittals will be scored to determine which candidates are deemed qualified to participate in the RFEI
discussions. Qualified candidates will demonstrate:
1. Multiple examples of successful large-scale, mixed-use developments for which they were the
master developer [25 points];
2. Multiple examples of district-level site planning and infrastructure development led by the
candidate [20 points];
3. Firm longevity and/or depth of experience of key team members [20 points];
4. Financial strength, relationships, and capacity to execute on large-scale land development [20
points];
5. Proven success working in a public-private partnership context, especially under creative deal
structures that provide public benefits (demonstrated by providing a brief description of the deal
structure in previous P3 engagements). [15 points]
Candidates’ submissions will be scored relative to the points indicated for each of these criteria.
Submissions receiving 75 or more points will be considered “qualified” for purposes of this RFEI. The
list of firms deemed to be qualified will be posted at www.thepointutah.org by April 22, 2021. The Land
Authority will contact the qualified candidates individually to schedule interviews. The Land Authority
will ask those candidates selected to interview to enter into a mutual non-disclosure agreement.
The Land Authority will endeavor to speak to as many qualified candidates as possible that express
interest in the project, submit complete materials, and are deemed qualified based on the criteria
above. In the event that more qualified responses are received than the Land Authority can reasonably
have discussions with during the framework planning process, the most qualified responses will be
prioritized. Candidates not selected for discussions during the RFEI process will not be precluded from
submitting in the RFQ/RFP if they meet the qualifications described in the future solicitation requests.
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
The Land Authority reserves the right at any time, without notice, to withdraw this RFEI, to modify the
procedure for soliciting requests, and to reject any and all submissions received as a result of this
request.
Candidates agree to hold the Land Authority and its respective agents, employees, officers, and directors
harmless from any claims, loss, injury, damage or expense, including reasonable attorneys’ fees and
costs, arising out of the preparation and submission of Proposer’s response to this RFEI.
All materials submitted shall become the property of the Land Authority and may be kept or returned at
the Land Authority’s option. Materials submitted to the Land Authority may be reviewed and evaluated
by Land Authority staff or their designees, State of Utah employees, or consultants hired by the Land
Authority. The Land Authority reserves the right to use any and all of the ideas presented in any
submission or during interviews and selection or rejection of any such submission shall not affect this
right.
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